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Stage Fright
The Perils Of Using
Muttichannel Audio

cation. Next, a fiddle player located down
stage-right, just behind the scrim, started
playing. Again, the sound was well-localultichannel audio systems are fre- ized, with reinforcement coming from the
quently used incorrectly. They are house-left loudspeaker.
either under-utilized or used in a
Overall, everything was very enjoyable
manner that detracts from the overall show until the second act, when the "iIIusion of
or event.
make-believe. and awe" disappeared with
For example, recently I had the chance to the vocal numbers. Male and female vocalists
see what is heralded as a "great Broadway stood at center stage singing a lovely duet;
show" in New York. The main theme of the their vocal ranges and timing were fine.
show is dance with a blend of ethnidregion- However, my attention was repeatedly being
al music and vocal and choral acts added to drawn to the loudspeaker located at the top
the mix. The seats were great last-minute house right of the proscenium. The power of
seats, on a cross aisle, halfway back at the the loudspeakers located there kept drawing
quarter points. The aisles afforded us with my attention away from the singers.
an excellent view of the stage floor and the
This lack of localization to the performdancers' feet.
ers could have been solved with an addiAfter being led to our seats, I went to tional loudspeaker cluster. The Stonehenge
work! Walking around the inside of the the- design motif with a major keystone rock at
ater, I looked at one of their patch or tie-in center stage provided a perfect place to
panels, the sound booth, the musicians' pit, hide a center cluster. Very little additional
and the acoustical design.
equipment would have been required to
Just before the show started, the musi- accommodate the added cluster, as the
cians came out on stage, sitting on two sets mixing and playback equipment I saw durof risers that flanked each side of the stage. ing my walk-through would support a cenThe introduction narration began with a big ter channel mix. Sometimes it is the system
voice localized to the stage, followed by a design, sometimes it is the mix, but ultiswirling sound effect from surround loud- mately, it always comes down to "how
speakers throughout the theater. Then the does it sound?" A point source directly
show began. A flutist started playing on over a performer is usually the best way to
stage-left near a scrim that replaced the localize sound to a singer or a soloist musimain curtain. The reinforced sound of the cian. The only drawback is the added numflute came from the house-right loudspeak- ber of microphones, mix busses, and louder, consistent with the performer's actual 10- speaker locations. It is impractical (and
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expensive) to have a cluster per performer. (eight boxes each) are suspended from the
However, for most situations, a properly sides of the screen. While listening to the origapplied left-center-right system of some inal stereo recording we noticed a lack of fullsort works.
ness in the system. A center loudspeaker dusLet's think about this. Cinema audio (e.g. ter would have filled in the sound nicely, but
Dolby, THX, DTS, IMAX) uses the ·Ieft<enter- due to site constraints this was not an option.
right format--why can't we· get' it to work The closest audience area is at least 80 feet
correctly in live theaters and large houses of from the screen which practically eliminated
worship 7 The long and the short is, you the stereo effects anyway. Therefore, we optneed three different cluster designs. OK, at ed to switch the audio to mono, which soundleast two, with one being mirrored left to ed much better. The signal was fuller and
right. The center cluster as well as the left tighter. By experiendng the production firstand right must be designed to cover all of hand we were able to assure that the audithe seats. For the vast majority of venues, ence has the best experience possible.
the center cluster will be designed to be
As system designers, we need to actually
symmetrical down the centerline of the . visit the installation to listen to how the dehouse. The left cluster will have a longer sign works. I am a firm believer in learning
throw to the right side of the house while from experience. We need to review our
the right cluster will have a longer throw to work and, at times, experience a show or
the left side of the house giving us a "mirror two to make sure that we know that the deimage" system. There also may be other is- sign works. This is where sales and engineersues like delay and phase/comb filtering; ing needs t6 work with the installation
however, it is not hard to design this kind of team. What did the client really ask for? Was
system, especially given the variety of today~ it delivered? Was it listened to? And we
can't just listen from the "king's" seat (cenloudspeaker boxes.
Had I heard the vocal mix from just the ter of house, one-third of the way back) to
center channel and not from a stereo mix know if the system works. Walk around the
which put me in what was almost near field, entire venue, EQ from multiple locations,
(and definitely the direct field) of the house and listen to the different types of performright cluster, it would have been a perfect ances (solos, group numbers, etc.) to make
evening.
sure that each and every guest gets the best
As another example, it is just as important experience possible.
to know when not to use a center channel.
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